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Reverend Raccoon brings his divine knowledge to the
Edinburgh Fringe!

Reverend Raccoon is a man of many faces: conman, soldier, father, faith healer
and preacher, then God found him. Now he’s escaped federal detention, is about
to deliver one of his final sermons and share the divine knowledge he has
acquired on his journey. He’s also going to educate his congregation (the
audience) as to why, in life, they should always choose the baked potato option.
A one man black comedy, by two times Scripted finalist and award nominated
playwright Jeremy Fletcher, about why some people need to keep the faith.

The Life and Crimes of Reverend Raccoon is directed by Marcus J Bazley,
performed by Gareth Watkins and written by Jeremy Fletcher. In May 2016
the play received Arts Council funding for 12 days of research and development
working in association with Cast Theatre, Sheffield Theatre (part of Making
Room), Theatre Delicatessen and Little Theatre Doncaster.

This will be Sheepish Productions‘ third outing at the Edinburgh Fringe. Their first
play, Shadow On Their Wall, received a Best New Writing Nomination and
four-star  reviews from FringeGuru and York Mix Mag. Their second play, a black
comedy called The Last Motel, appeard at the 2014 Edinburgh Fringe and
received  four-star reviews from Edfringe Review.

The company also perform The Life and Times of Reverend Racoon at C venues at
the Edinburgh Festival Fringe 2016.

The company also perform Communicate at C venues at the Edinburgh Festival

Fringe 2016.

www.sheepprod.co.uk

Biographies:

Marcus J Bazley the founder and artistic director of Cyphers. He has recently  adapted
and directed their productions of The Three Musketeers, Henry V and Great Expectations.
Marcus has previously worked at the Finborough Theatre, RADA Enterprises, the RSC and
the Barbican.

Gareth Watkins made his theatre debut at the 2012 Buxton Fringe. He has since received
critical acclaim for his performances as Michael, in Shadow On Their Wall, and Abalone, in
The Last Motel.
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Sheepish Productions

The Life and Crimes of
Reverend Raccoon
by J J Fletcher
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ten word blurb

Hear how God found the Reverend, but what are faith and truth?

twenty word blurb

Hear how God found the Reverend, why he has faith, and why you should
always choose the baked potato option.

fringe programme 40-word blurb

Conman, faith healer... Come and hear how God found the Reverend, why
he has faith, and why you should always choose the baked potato option.
‘Wonderful, bizarre, wacky, brilliantly inventive’ (Buxton Fringe).
www.sheepprod.co.uk
fringe web blurb

Conman, faith healer and US Army reservist. Join the Reverend to learn how
God found him, why he believes, and why you should always choose the
baked potato option. From the team behind The Last Motel (‘Engaging,
clever and with a manipulative edge… couldn’t help but be reminded of the
Coen Brothers’ **** EdFringeReview.com) and award nominated Shadow
On Their Wall (‘A descent into darkness, alarming yet compassionate
heart-stopping’ **** FringeGuru.com) comes this new black comedy.
‘Scarily convincing’ (Right Up Our Street) ‘Wonderful, bizarre, wacky,
brilliantly inventive production’ (Buxton Fringe Review).
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